PRESS RELEASE

When I first uploaded the amazing video “Moon Landing Fraud - Deathbed Confession” (Linked Below) Mike Adams of Natural News excitedly called me up exclaiming, “Is this Real? Is this Real?” “Yes Mike, it's Real” I told him, and Mike Adams interviewed me in two different podcasts about this groundbreaking information. Then Fox News contacted me, then Glenn Beck, though the latter two tried to reassure their audiences that the Chief of Security of Cannon Air Force Base, who eye-witnessed the first “moon landing” being filmed there in 1968 inside of a converted airplane hanger with a replica of the moon’s surface, must have imagined it and needs glasses.

The video’s views were doubling every hour the first day I uploaded it to Youtube, of course by midnight the view count froze, as Youtube throttled and shadow-banned it. (To delete it would only prove to the world that it is Truthful.)

This incredible video highlights a military source for my new book Moon Man: The True Story of a Filmmaker on the CIA Hit List whose name was Cyrus Eugene Akers, the former Chief of Security at Cannon Air Force Base (Headquarters for their “Special Operations”), who confessed as he was dying, and fearing the Judgment of God, that he was a murderer. Right before he died, the Military Police arrived asking Akers who he killed and why. Akers said that he murdered a fellow security officer at his Base in 1968, because they were going to go public about the sworn secret they had both eye-witnessed there June 1st - 3rd 1968 . . . The Filming of the first “Moon Landing”.

Akers actually stood beside President Johnson, who was there for the first day of filming out of sheer curiosity. Johnson personally gave Akers a list of 15 VIP visitors who were allowed to enter the huge airplane hanger where the artificial moon set was constructed and observe this arrogant government deception that remains concealed up until now.
Akers secretly kept the list President Johnson gave him until the day he died, as a private souvenir. In my book *Moon Man*, I publish for the very first time, this list that President Johnson gave the Military Police Security Chief of the names of the 15 people who were there at Cannon Air Force Base for the filming of the first falsified “moon landing” in 1968, which was shown on television a year later. Some were CIA agents, some were NASA administrators and astronauts, some were well-known scientists, one was a science fiction writer, and some of these people are still alive today and know about this list.

All of this information was verified. The United States Air Force Military Police opened a murder investigation after the deathbed confession of Cyrus Eugene Akers. The FBI was tasked to provide whistleblower protection for Akers’ son, because two years ago a pair of CIA agents showed up at his house and threatened to kill him and his family for making the video about his father’s moon landing fraud confession, which is [Linked Below](#). The White House was involved. The United States Senate Intelligence Committee actually started an investigation into the moon landing fraud because of the Air Force’s murder investigation and the FBI’s involvement. The Senate’s results of the investigation are still classified to this day, because of the incredible embarrassment to the establishment their findings would cause.

It is not a *theory* that the moon landings were falsified . . .

**It is a Sad Fact.**

My new book *Moon Man* has 16 *Interactive Video Links* that can be seen on my website right now at [Sibrel.com](http://sibrel.com) which backup everything that I disclose in the book, including a summary of my four hour interview with the widow of Apollo astronaut Gus Grissom, who was the original choice to be the “first man on the moon”, who according to his own wife, was murdered by the CIA . . . because he was a NASA whistleblower about the “Apollo” program. “Apollo” means “Lucifer” and “Deception.”

NBC News flew me to New York City, put me up in the Waldorf Astoria hotel, and paid me thousands of dollars for the exclusive rights to incredible video footage that another whistleblower at NASA gave me of Apollo 11 faking being
halfway to the moon from earth orbit, dated two days after launch, with a secret audio track of the CIA directing a contrived “four second delay”, in order to appear to be farther from the Earth than they really were (Also Linked Below), which an NBC News Director said, “Proves the Moon Land Fraud beyond any doubt.” NBC was going to break this story nationwide, and then I was told by their producer that they got a telephone call from someone “High Up” in the federal government who asked them to cancel their national broadcast about the certainty of the moon landing fraud. Unfortunately, NBC complied.

Too bad, as a NBC News Director said that if the moon landing fraud went mainstream, it would bring down the corrupt Federal Government more than any other revelation of government corruption, even more than JFK, because it would “Break the Hearts of the American People”, and enrage them so much, as the “last straw” that would finally bring down the corrupt system.

They really did falsify the moon landing in 1969, after all, you can't travel 1000 Times Farther into space with astronauts in 1969, ahead of schedule, on the very first attempt, with One-Millionth the computing power of a cell phone, than you can today with 50 years of better technology, when NASA can now only send astronauts One-Thousandth the distance to the moon. It is historically and scientifically impossible for technology to be greater in the Past than in the Future. If it were not for people’s emotional attachment to this staged event, they would see the deplorable Truth, that the Federal Government is far much worse than they realize.

Lastly, the world’s most advance A.I., Google’s “Neural Network”, just proclaimed that the pictures of the moon’s surface from the recent Chinese probes are Real, and that the “Apollo” pictures from the “moon’s surface” are Fake in comparison, when it ran both sets of images through the A.I.’s “Deep Fake Protocol”, which has never been wrong before. No kidding. This means, believe it or not, that the beloved and historic American moon missions were indeed falsified, either that, or the world’s most advanced A.I. is stupid. (See the 5th link Below about this.)
The sad fact is, the CIA killed President Kennedy, according to the man’s own relatives, who have more access to the JFK files than Oliver Stone. The sad fact is, the CIA fabricated the event that began the Vietnam war (the “Gulf of Tonkin Incident”), which needlessly killed **58,220 Americans**, according to the recent confession of the Defense Secretary at the time, Robert McNamara.

What is the CIA falsifying a television picture on the moon compared to these?

This is **Historic**. Deceiving the American people about the moon landing, and using a third of their income in taxes to finance it, as well as to pay the salaries of CIA agents who murdered their fellow Americans to cover it up, is so much more profound historically than if they had actually gone to the moon. This **Great Historic Truth**, the *very one* that would finally bring down the *highly* corrupt government according a NBC News Director, is being hidden from mankind, and even most in the “*alternative news*”, because it is simply too shocking to believe.

The Truth is that way sometimes.

**We cannot have a “Great Awakening”** if the Truth is known about everything else, yet people still believe this **Monumental Lie**.

Please help the Truth get out that the Federal Government has sunk lower than you think. Some patriots are still defending the moon landing fraud because in their minds, no matter how bad America gets, “at least we went to the moon”. An alcoholic cannot recover until they hit the very bottom first. America must talk about, and acknowledge, this pet-favorite fraud of theirs, otherwise, America will **never** recover and **assuredly** collapse.

A free copy of my book, which reveals all of this incredible new information in great detail, is available for broadcast TV & Radio producers, and Podcasters or Print and Online News Outlets with more than 100,000 subscribers. To schedule an interview with me, my contact information is below. All three of the past national television interviews I gave about this topic broke network records, because there is such a public fascination with this intriguing subject.
There are 8 relevant Links below.

Bart Sibrel
Sibrel.com
BartSibrel@yahoo.com

Moon Landing Fraud in 3 Minutes
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fMcpKJ18nmo

Moon Landing Fraud - Deathbed Confession
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wu5Z75ji3aU

My Interview with Patrick Bet-David
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=11ZOcw6N8JE

The Smoking Gun Proof of the Moon Landing Fraud
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAtn7hgfQ7A

The Most Advanced A.I. Says the Moon Pictures Are Fake
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iaVGP_PjHGE

A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to the Moon
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xciCJfbTvE4

Astronauts Gone Wild
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qr6Vcvl0OeU

Moon Man:
The True Story of a Filmmaker on the CIA Hit List
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1513686569